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 who’s using Crossref metadata 



What problem is your service trying to solve? 

The metadata in the national scholarly publication database SwePub is harvested from the Swedish 

universities’ local publication systems, where data often is entered manually by librarians and 

researchers. This means that the metadata can contain a lot of omissions, synonyms, spelling variants 

and errors. Using Crossref, we can enhance and correct the metadata delivered to us, if we just have a 

correct DOI. 

 

http://info.swepub.kb.se/bibliometri


At present, basic citation information is retrieved from PubMed Central, and the Crossref API is 

then used to retrieve additional metadata describing the citing and cited articles, and to 

disambiguate bibliographic resources and agents by means of the identifiers retrieved (e.g., DOI, 

ISSN, ISBN, URL, and Crossref member URL). In future, we will retrieve full citation data direct 

from Crossref. 



When a DCS user adds a new extract to a course they need to include relevant metadata. This 

metadata is necessary, as it ultimately helps CLA in correctly identifying the copyright owner of the 

extract so that we can make sure they receive fair payment in our royalties distributions. The 

Crossref REST API supplies the DCS user with article and journal metadata so that they can provide 

the correct information about the content they are uploading. Using the API saves the user the time 

they would have otherwise spent searching for this data, streamlining their workflow and making the 

process more efficient. 









Mary Seligy, Business Analyst with Canadian Science Publishing 

“machines — at least those employed in the shared systems that 

make up the scholarly publishing infrastructure today — have little 

tolerance for the ambiguous; they require consistent and predictable 

inputs to handle content efficiently, never mind effectively. “ 



 Quality – its easy and complicated  







Reuse in place via copy. Metadata for the related thing being entered into the  

thing which claims its a related thing.  Violates linked-data principles. 





 Quality – what’s being done about it 
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 now something totally different 
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